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Abstract: Business Analytics is one of the vital processes that must be incorpo-
rated into any business. It supports decision-makers in analyzing and predicting
future trends based on facts (Data-driven decisions), especially when dealing with
a massive amount of business data. Decision Trees are essential for business ana-
lytics to predict business opportunities and future trends that can retain corpora-
tions’ competitive advantage and survival and improve their business value. This
research proposes a tree-based predictive model for business analytics. The model
is developed based on ranking business features and gradient-boosted trees. For
validation purposes, the model is tested on a real-world dataset of Universal Bank
to predict personal loan acceptance. It is validated based on Accuracy, Precision,
Recall, and F-score. The experiment findings show that the proposed model can
predict personal loan acceptance efficiently and effectively with better accuracy
than the traditional tree-based models. The model can also deal with a massive
amount of business data and support corporations’ decision-making process.

Keywords: Business analytics; decision trees; machine learning; business value;
decision making

1 Introduction

The role of analytics is crucial for helping corporations survive and achieve their business goals, and
support decision-makers. Business Analytics (BA) uses data analysis methods such as statistical methods
and Data Mining (DM) techniques used for analyzing business data, discovering new patterns and
insights, and predicting new business outcomes [1]. The dramatic revolution of technology and the
emergence of the Internet of Things have radically changed how we carry out our businesses, where
massive amounts of business data are stored daily. These data are one of the core assets of any
corporation. They must be analyzed efficiently and effectively to support decision-makers with the final
objective of fostering the corporation’s performance [2]. Machine Learning (ML) techniques have an
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important role in analyzing these data, providing reliable information on how the business operates, and
predicting corporations’ future performance.

Predictive Analytics (PA) is one of the common branches of BA in which ML techniques such as
Decision Trees (DT) can be utilized. DT are among the most popular predictive models used in PA that
fall under supervised learning [3,4]. Within tree-based classifications, a predictive model is built to
predict a particular class. It can, for example, predict whether bank clients will accept or reject a personal
loan offer. For each node in the tree, decisions are made till the last node is obtained in which the class
(i.e., accept or reject personal loan) is identified [1].

Massive business data, consisting of both structured and unstructured data with different dimensions, are
stored daily in the corporations’ data centers. Moreover, the number of business features that reflect each
business transaction can affect the prediction accuracy and performance, especially when all business
features are included in the analysis process. Thus, the need for reliable and efficient predictive models
for BA is significant for many corporations to seek competitive advantage and survival.

This paper develops a tree-based predictive model for BA using a proposed business features ranking
approach and boosted trees. The model seeks to make more accurate predictions and make BA
computation less complex, and make the following contributions to this field of research:

� A tree-based predictive model for BA is proposed to support decision-makers efficiently.
� The model is developed by considering the ranking of business features using a selection and ranking

approach.

� A boosting approach is developed using the gradient-boosted tree algorithm.

� The proposed model is applied to an actual data set with 5000 records for Universal bank data to
evaluate it based on predefined evaluation metrics, compared to the traditional tree-based model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The most recent work for predictive business models is
discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, the tree-based predictive model for BA is proposed and designed,
considering the ranking of business features and the gradient-boosted tree algorithm. In Section 4,
experiments are presented to evaluate the model. The final section is the conclusion which summarizes
possible developments of this work.

2 Literature Review

In the late 20th century, there was an apparent interest in BA from researchers and corporations. In order
to be efficient and effective, data-driven corporations rely heavily on high-quality data for decision-making.
However, big business data can affect the analysis process, leading to inefficient and ineffective decisions [5].
Therefore, analysts resort to DM and ML techniques as they can play a significant role in dealing with this
massive amount of business data for supporting decision-making [6]. The application of ML techniques in
business could bring a catalytic change in business [7]. A considerable number of studies investigate the
application of ML techniques in BA [8–17]. In their study, Singh et al. [7] stated that Decision tree-based
algorithms and support vector machine algorithms are the most utilized supervised learning algorithm in
Customer Relationship Management. These algorithms can be utilized for customer identification,
customer attraction, and customer retention. Al-Zuabi et al. [18] applied different ML algorithms to the
age and gender of consumers based on mobile phone data to target potential customers for particular
marketing campaigns. Based on different classification algorithms such as DT and Random Forests,
Wassouf et al. [19] proposed a predictive model to build an accurate predictive model for classifying new
SyriaTel Telecom Company users by loyalty. The researchers stated that the proposed model was capable
of handling and processing a bulk of information quickly and efficiently. Corporations are currently
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generating a massive amount of business data. This is one of the biggest challenges that corporations’
decision-makers could encounter in processing and analyzing these data.

Other studies have also investigated the application of ML techniques in different sectors such as Health
Care, Manufacturing, Supply Chain, etc. For instance, Sharma et al. [20] applied two classification
algorithms to data collected in India about COVID-19 with the aim of aiding healthcare professionals to
make decisions about how to deal with the pandemic. By the same token, Antosz et al. [21] sought to
bring the operating costs down for manufacturers by using DT to implement the concept of lean
maintenance. Moreover, Panjwani et al. [22] implemented DT to predict the safe level of pathogens
present during the processes involved in biological manufacturing to support streamlining the drug
process development. In the supply chain context, Magalhães [23] utilized DT in final decision-making
for online grocery to predict customer purchase trends. Similarly, Qian et al. [24] applied DT using the
CHAID algorithm to predict air pollutant emissions and supply chain in China to help the government
implement green supply chain management. Meire [25] examined different predictive and classification
models, including DT (i.e., Random Forests) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to analyze the
customer comeback rate and identify the main criteria and challenges of the customer comeback. The
study revealed that social media data are significant determinants and predictors of customer comeback [25].

Last but not least, PA has wide applications in transportation as well. Pappalardo et al. [26] proposed a
tree-based method to analyze the Performance of Lane Support Systems, which can help reduce crash
accidents. ML techniques are an integral part of BA. Moreover, efficient and effective predictive models
are essential for any business to survive and compete as these models deal with and process the
enormous business data to support data-driven decisions and improve the corporations’ overall performance.

The current paper presents a tree-based predictive model for BA and is based on our previous work in
[27], which introduced a valuable cyber security tool in the form of an intrusion detection model. It was
developed using DT, considering the ranking of security attributes to predict cyber-attacks efficiently and
effectively. This paper expands the capability of this model by incorporating the concept of boosted trees
to improve the prediction accuracy. However, the model is adapted to process and analyze business data
and is applied to a dataset of 5000 records of the Universal Bank to validate its prediction accuracy. The
model can, thus, deal with enormous business features with different dimensions and identify the most
significant features by ranking them before the prediction process.

3 Predictive Model

In this section, the proposed model is introduced and discussed in detail, highlighting the main processes
involved in it.

3.1 Structure

The structure of our predictive model for BA consists of three major parts, the first of which includes the
processes of data exploration, preprocessing, and standardization, which are of the utmost importance in
building the predictive approach founded on feature ranking and selection. The other parts are about
training, testing, and building our classification model that can predict a particular business outcome.
Fig. 1 shows the suggested model, the steps of which are subsequently set forth in detail.

3.2 Data Exploration

It is crucial that the data used is of high quality since poor data could seriously affect prediction accuracy.
Therefore, we have created a data exploration process which examines the features of the data, highlights any
integrity issues, and cleans the data where necessary. Furthermore, feature types are categorized as being
either numerical or categorical as part of this process, which is crucial if we are to accurately apply
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prediction metrics and form useful conclusions regarding the data. This paper uses a dataset with
5000 records from the universal bank which is open to examination by the public on the Kaggle website
[28]. It consists of 14 columns which can be called business features. The dataset’s features “id” and
“Zipcode” are dropped and excluded from the analysis process. The last business feature in the dataset is
“personal_loan”, the class feature used to determine whether a bank client will accept a personal loan.
Once the data exploration process has been carried out, the remaining 11 features will be included in the
analysis, as presented in Tab. 1.

Data Exploration

Data Preprocessing 
and Standardization

Business Features 
Ranking and Selection

Model Training

Big Business Data

Prediction

Training 
Data

Test Data

Predictive Analytics Based 
on Decision Trees

A Gradient-boosted Tree 
Approach

Prediction Results Based on 
Classification

Figure 1: The proposed structure

Table 1: Business features of universal bank data

Feature name Feature type

Age Integer

Experience Integer

Income Integer

Family Integer

Cc_avg Integer

Education Integer

Mortgage Integer

Securities_account Integer

Cd_account Integer

Online Integer

Credit_card Integer
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It is evident from Tab. 1 that all features are quantitative. However, other data could be nominal and must
be subjected to Feature Encoding to fit in the proposed model. The purpose of Feature Encoding is to turn
nominal values into numerical values. We must also consider the important aspect of Data Standardization,
which is the process of adjusting the distribution of feature values 1. This process is essential when the
feature values are disparate. A detailed discussion of feature encoding and standardization is to be found
in the following section.

3.3 Preprocessing and Standardization

In this critical ML step, business Feature Encoding and business Feature Standardization are achieved as
follows:

3.3.1 Business Feature Encoding
As mentioned above, it is essential to encode all nominal business features prior to starting the analysis

process. Two methods are available to meet this aim. One Hot Encoding and Label Encoding. In general, the
former can serve to multiply the feature dimensions as it creates new features based on the unique values to
be found in each nominal feature [29]. Conversely, the latter method converts all feature values to numeric
values. For example, if a business feature state such as gender has the values [Male, Female, Other, Female,
Female], they can be transformed into a vector v = [0,1,2,1,1]. The Label Encoding method was selected and
implemented in Python for all nominal business features.

3.3.2 Business Feature Standardization
Another vital step that needs to be undertaken prior to entering the data into the proposed model is

feature standardization, which involves preprocessing features with different value distributions or scales.
All data features with a crucial difference in value distributions are adjusted in the dataset using the
formula in Eq. (1).

XScaled ¼ Xoriginal � �X

r
(1)

where Xscaled indicates the new-scaled value of the feature, Xoriginal indicates the original value of the feature,
�X indicates the mean of the feature values and σ is the standard deviation.

All features’ values with different value distributions are analyzed in Python. The density plot can be
used to comprehend the distribution of values for each business feature. Fig. 2 displays the various
density plots for a range of the features set forth in Tab. 1.

From the density plots above, it is evident that these business features have different distributions. For
this purpose, the complete range of features are normalized when needed to prepare the data for the feature
ranking and selection process.

3.3.3 Business Features Ranking and Selection
When utilizing ML methods like DT, we can choose one of two standard methods to clarify which

features carry most weight in the decision-making process. In this context, there are two standard
approaches: Information Gain and the Gini Index. While the Information Gain approach selects the
feature with the greatest information gain to use as the root for the construction of a particular decision
tree, the Gini Index takes the lowest feature on the index to make a binary split, which implies two
decisions resulting from each node [1]. The Gini index is common in Classification algorithms and is
easy to implement in Python, particularly for more extensive distributions. In this paper, we use the Gini
index approach to identify the features’ impurity before building the proposed model. We can then
construct the predictive approach using the lowest Gini index features. The Gini index is obtained by
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subtracting the squared probabilities of each class from one. The greater the influence carried by a feature, the
more it lowers the impurity. According to [1], the Gini index is computed using Eq. (2).

GI nð Þ ¼ 1�
Xc

i¼1
ðPiÞ2 (2)

where Pi represents the probability of a tuple in n belonging to a specific business class. Tab. 2 presents the
features in order of importance.

In this work, a threshold value that is greater than 0.01 (i.e., t >= 0.01) is set to identify those features
considered of greatest importance to be entered into the proposed model for processing. Notably, this value is
changeable depending on the dataset being processed. Thus, the remaining features are 8; the features
securities_account, online, and credit_card will be excluded in the proposed model.

For this purpose, the data can be analyzed by the proposed predictive model, considering 8 features with
the most important scores instead of all of the 12 features. The current research seeks to make the
computation process less complex when constructing a tree-based predictive model and boost its
prediction accuracy concerning PA, as the selected feature significantly influences the decision-making
process. The next section introduces the prediction boosting methods.

Figure 2: Density plots
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3.4 Boosting Method

The prediction and classification accuracy can be improved when dealing with DT. There are two
common methods used in this regard, namely Random Forests and Boosted Trees. These methods can
bring results together from multiple trees to strengthen predictive power. Random Forests are a special
case of bagging, a method for improving predictive power using multiple classifiers or prediction
algorithms [1,30]. However, this approach is slower than Boosted Trees in terms of overall performance
as it is based on multiple classifiers [1]. Boosted Trees involves formulating and fitting a sequence of
trees, each of which focuses on any records that were misclassified by the previous one [1]. In this
research, the concept of boosted trees is implemented in the proposed model to achieve the objective of
this study. In the following section, our experiments are presented and discussed.

4 Experiments

In this section, we summarize our experiments of this study using the universal bank dataset. Besides,
we validate the model based on Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and Fscore metrics which are discussed in the
following section.

4.1 Performance Metrics

Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and Fscore are essential measurements for assessing the predictive model’s
efficiency. These metrics are adapted and computed using the following definitions [1,4]:

� True Positives (TP): The number of records that are truly predicted as “loan acceptors” at the end of
the prediction process.

� True Negatives (TN): The number of records that are truly predicted as “non-acceptors” at the end of
the prediction process.

� False Positives (FP): The number of records that are “non-acceptors” and predicted as “acceptors” at
the end of the prediction process.

� False Negatives (FN): The number of records that are “acceptors” and predicted “non-acceptors” at
the end of the prediction process.

Table 2: Business feature importance score

Feature name Importance

Age 0.036258

Experience 0.035539

Income 0.333756

Family 0.111375

Cc_avg 0.172105

Education 0.200772

Mortgage 0.034243

Securities_account 0.003964

Cd_account 0.057917

Online 0.006394

Credit_card 0.007678
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The Accuracy metric is calculated using the formula in Eq. (3).

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN

TP þ TN þ FP þ FN
(3)

The Precision metric is calculated using the formula in Eq. (4).

Precision ¼ TP

TP þ FP
(4)

The Recall metric is calculated using the formula in Eq. (5).

Recall ¼ TP

TP þ FN
(5)

The Fscore metric combines the issues of precision and recall into a single figure, which is reached by
following the steps laid forth in Eq. (6).

Fscore ¼ 2 � Recall � Precision

Recall þ Precision
(6)

4.2 Dataset

It has already been mentioned that a real dataset of the universal bank data is used to validate the
proposed model. It consists of 5000 records about the bank clients. In addition, it has 12 features except
for the class label, which can be employed to predict the likelihood of a client accepting a personal loan.
This dataset can be accessed by the public on the Kaggle website [28]. To this end, it is crucial to clarify
the experiments’ design to reach the final goal of this study.

4.3 Experiment Design

Section 3 laid out the processes that had to be carried out prior to beginning our experiments. Upon
completing these processes, we divided the dataset into a training set and a test set. The former contained
70% of the records held in the dataset, which were selected at random, and this set was utilized to train
the proposed model. The remaining 30% of the records were held in the test set, which was used to
validate the proposed model. The first of three experiments involved the application of the traditional
decision tree algorithm to the dataset without considering the ranking and selection approach expounded
in Section 3. The second experiment involved applying our previously proposed model in [27] with
adapting it to the business context. The last experiment involved applying the proposed model in this
study, considering the ranking of security features and the concept of Boosted Trees, as discussed in
Section 3. All experiments were implemented in Python using a laptop with Intel Core i7 1.5 GHz
processor speed and 16 GB RAM.

4.4 Results

Experiment 1:

The traditional Decision Tree model is applied to the dataset in the first experiment. The predictive
model is built without taking the order of the selected business features into account. As previously stated
in this study, the evaluation metrics such as Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F-score were used to
evaluate each experiment. The accuracy metric is a commonly used performance metric in classification
algorithms; it refers to the percentage of accurate predictions. Tab. 3 displays the results for each of these
metrics.
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The metrics for each class are shown in Tab. 3 above. As explained earlier in Section 4.1, the Accuracy
metric is the percentage of test samples accurately classified by the model with a value of 97.3%. Precision is
defined as the proportion of true positives to the sum of true and false positives. The Recall metric quantified
the number of positive class predictions made from the dataset’s positive examples. The F-score metric
generates a score that accounts for precision and recall values.

Experiment 2:

This experiment uses our previously proposed model in [27] with some modifications for the business
context. The ranking and selection approach is used to select the business features that are most important
and should be taken into account during the prediction process. Tab. 4 displays the results for each of
these metrics.

The results in Tab. 4 above clearly demonstrate that they have improved compared to the results obtained
in the first experiment. This experiment demonstrates improved performance in terms of Accuracy.
Furthermore, the number of business features processed in this experiment is reduced by taking the
ranking and selection approach into account. As a result, this process can reduce computation complexity
in DT, mainly when dealing with large amounts of business data with numerous features.

Experiment 3:

The final experiment involves the use of the proposed model in this study. As stated in this paper, the
proposed model incorporates both the ranking and selection approach and the boosted trees method. Tab. 5
displays the results of this experiment for each of the evaluation metrics. It is clear that the accuracy metric
has improved compared to the first and second experiments. Fig. 3 depicts the Python implementation of the
proposed model.

Table 3: Results of experiment 1

Class Accuracy Precision Recall Fscore

Reject loan 97.3% 99% 99% 99%

Accept loan 97.3% 90% 87% 89%

Table 4: Results of experiment 2

Class Accuracy Precision Recall Fscore

Reject loan 98% 99% 99% 99%

Accept loan 98% 91% 89% 90%

Table 5: Results of experiment 3

Class Accuracy Precision Recall Fscore

Reject loan 98.5% 99% 99% 99%

Accept loan 98.5% 91% 90% 91%
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A further performance metric that is useful in the evaluation of the proposed model is the Receiver
Operating Curve (ROC), which demonstrates how well the predictive model distinguishes between
business classes (i.e., Accept or Reject the personal loan). It is calculated by comparing the True Positive
Rate (TPR) to the False Positive Rate (FPR). The FPR is calculated by dividing the number of false
positives by the number of false positives and true negatives. The greater the Area under the Curve
(AUC), the more accurate the predictive model. Fig. 4 depicts the ROC curve of the proposed model,
which has an AUC of 0.94.

Figure 3: The implementation of the proposed model in Python

Figure 4: The ROC curve of the proposed model
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To this end, the experiments conducted in this study reveal an improved predictive model that is able to
assist corporations in making effective decisions. The final experiment involved employing the proposed
model in this study, taking into account the ranking of security features and the concept of Boosted Trees.
The prediction accuracy obtained is 98.5% compared to 97.3% and 98% in experiments 1 and 2. Based
on their historical data, the bank dataset used in this work can assist decision-makers in targeting clients
who are most likely to take out a personal loan. As a result, this process can control the design and
distribution of marketing campaigns for future loan acceptors while minimizing cost and effort.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This research proposed a boosted tree-based predictive model for BA that can provide better prediction
accuracy in the business context. Therefore, a business features ranking approach was developed based on
the Gini Index to assess the impurity of the business features. Furthermore, the concept of boosted trees was
used and incorporated into the proposed model to improve its prediction accuracy. Only the highly ranked
business features with boosted trees were applied in the training and testing of the proposed model to achieve
efficient and accurate results. The research conducted three experiments to prove how the proposed
predictive model can generate better prediction accuracy than the traditional tree-based model. The model
can be applied to various business sectors to support corporations’ decision-making process. Although it
can handle large datasets with numerous business features and dimensions, more experiments are needed
to reach more accurate conclusions about its performance. Our future work will involve expanding the
capability of the proposed model by incorporating the concept of Random Forests and other ML
classification algorithms.
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